HEALTH IN THE STARS
New Age Indigo Children & Medical Astrology
By: Laurel Ann Browne

The New Generation has Arrived!

They have been called the Ritalin Generation,
ADHD, ADD out of control, Autistic, and youth who just don’t seem to
fit. They are awesome! When these children began arriving on this
planet in the early 70’s with a mass wave coming in the 80’s we began
to see a generational behavior pattern globally that astrological
professionals acknowledged immediately. Teachers, academic
professionals and schools also noticed the difference in these children,
now adults. It was so intense because of their advanced nervous systems
suited for the speed of the high-tech era, microwave food syndrome and
information highway that is unfolding now. They grew up bewildered
because they already knew what we could not see or understand. They
have come to teach us about ourselves. These highly psychic children,
sometimes called “the Indigos” are the pioneers who communicate
telepathically. The strength and difficulty of the Planet Uranus applied
in these charts, shows that some of them are simply “wired” differently.
Their nervous system process can act on amazing quantities of images
and information in seconds. Much of what goes on in school bores them
as they are prone to following their own highly purposeful agendas.
When tested by teachers and professionals, many place in the gifted
range across the board. Some of these qualities of uniqueness cause
problems for them as children. They have chosen to be born under
charts that reflect the abilities and strengths they will need in a brave
new 21st Century. Many of our Autistic diagnosed children do not speak
until sometimes age 4 and 5; they communicate telepathically and
therefore feel no need to speak! They are healers, come to us with so
much love and light and they continue to endure our ignorance because
they “know” that someday we will begin to accept and understand
them. They have suffered insurmountable accounts of
misunderstanding, misdiagnoses and many continue to remain
unrecognized for their gifts.
Parents of these children can help them accomplish their goals and
mission by understanding the Astrology Chart which is the DNA

Blueprint of their souls, their purpose and challenges. Did you ever
wonder why some remedies work for some and not all? Each sign of the
Zodiac has weak and strong points that influence the mind, body and
spirit. All children relate to their Moon Sign position until around the
age of 16. The Sun Sign is there but not acted out which is why some
people don’t understand why their Aries daughter or son is so shy and
timid because he/she has a Pisces Moon. Each sign also correlates to the
physical body. There are specific herbs and homeopathy remedies that
correspond. If you have a child that constantly has a sore throat (not
expressing their feelings) then you know they will respond to Taurus
remedies, as this is the Throat Chakra. The following signs describe
what your child’s traits and weaknesses are, but also how they act and
react if it is their Moon Sign. (ages 1-16).
ZODIAC CHILDREN
ARIES : Strong Points: Energetic, spirited, competitive, leader, strong
mind. Weak points: Quick temper, rash tongue, does not listen well.
TAURUS : Strong Points: Patient, slow, methodical, likes comforts, money,
affectionate, need for practical results. Weak Points: Stubborn,
overindulgence, loves sweets, difficulty with abstract goals
GEMINI: Strong Points: Quick agile mind, curious, loves travel, new
insights, games, playful, humorous, books, and reading; learns while talking.
Weak Points: Scattered energy, changeable, tires easily because of boredom,
lacks longevity, short attention-span.
CANCER : Strong Points: Loves home and family, nurturing, giving
person, loves animals, rustic, loves to cook, food and plants. Weak Points:
Emotional withdrawal, insecurity, can be selfish and materialistic.
LEO : Strong Points: Strong willed, spirited, likes center of attention,
leader, warm, affectionate, proud, self-importance, truthful, goal likes
oriented. Weak Points: Show-off, to get own way, need for self-respect.
VIRGO : Strong Points: Perfectionist, neatness, high standards, hard
worker, health oriented, responds well to alternative medicine, helps others,
good teachers. Weak Points: Critical of others to a fault, easily disappointed,
need for consideration, and worries about health. If negative can be
cluttered, disorganized and scattered.

LIBRA:Strong Points: Warm, affectionate, enjoys people, social life, strong
willed, partner oriented. Beauty, art, music, interior decorating, balanced.
Weak Points: Indecisive, combative, likes arguments, contests, can be overly
aggressive in debates.
SCORPIO : Strong Points: Researcher mind, intense strong feelings, loves
mystery, occult and anything hidden. Weak Points: Difficulty talking about
problems, secretive, complicated emotions, vindictive, jealous, does not
make friends easily.
SAGITTARIUS : Strong Points: Fun-loving, enjoys games, sports,
outdoors, freedom, curious, self-controlled, intelligent quest for knowledge.
Weak Points: Does not like jealous controlling people, restrictions on
freedom, lacks neatness, cleaning is unimportant, jumps to conclusions
CAPRICORN :Strong Points: Serious at a young age, odd sense of humor to
escape early responsibilities. Ambitious, need for importance, goal oriented,
hard worker, likes business. Practical need for what’s real. Weak Points:
Dogmatic, envy, lacks social interaction because of early responsibilities,
appears cold, aloof.
AQUARIUS:Strong Points: Likes new things and new ideas, individualist,
free spirit, friends’ very important, non-conformist, technical, scientific,
group oriented. Weak Points: Fixed, stubborn, bores easily, rebellious,
attracts losers
. PISCES:Strong Points: Creative, sensitive, emotional, psychic, empathic,
compassionate, exceptional understanding of others needs, helps people,
shy, humanitarian. Weak Points: Cries a lot, feelings hurt easily, fantasy
world, escapism, and trust issues, lonely.
‘Perhaps the bridging of the gap of our “dis-ease” will be by using
‘holistic logic’, 1934 Rudhyar
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